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- Financial frictions and fiscal policy can be introduced explicitly
- Very few operation models where credit plays a role in transmitting (amplifying) monetary policy shocks
- One model or many models? Should explain both trend and cycle?
- Suggestion: start from small models and enlarge them. Large models are difficult to understand
- Role of relative price adjustments (particularly relevant for an open economy where exchange rate fluctuations play a central role)
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  - Regime change is nonlinear.
  - Learning introduces a nonlinearity.
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- Fit the model with ML and later go Bayesian
- Do Bayesian with and without added measurement errors. How much is the model misspecified? In which equation? What is the measurement error doing?
- System-wide methods choose parameters to minimize the largest discrepancy of the model to the data. Careful with having one equation "very" misspecified.
- If breaks exist, use pre-break data to "calibrate" the prior. Don’t throw away.
- Watch out for identification problems
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